In a classic study, Paul Linebarger called propaganda "psychological warfare."
This short essay is not the place to address those questions in detail, but, as I have argued elsewhere, a study of kamishibai as a medium of propaganda in the Fifteen Year War can illuminate important aspects of Japan's particular strategies for selling the war to the people. 8 Because the study of kamishibai is very recent, we turn now to an introduction of its media characteristics and use during the war.
Propaganda Kamishibai
In simplest terms, a kamishibai play is a set of pictures painted or lithographed on thick cardboard (usually 39 cm wide by 27 cm tall), with a script for each picture written on the back, used by a performer to tell a story to an audience. Kamishibai plays were originally performed in urban neighborhoods by professionals for commercial purposes, for audiences of children aged four to twelve. The children would buy candy from the performer and then watch as he 9 used the picture cards to perform an episode of a serialized narrative. In the 1930s an estimated 1.5 million urban Japanese children per day consumed a kamishibai performance. 10 Like most other media of popular culture, during Japan's Fifteen Year War, kamishibai became a crucial medium for the dissemination of propaganda. But during the war years kamishibai plays were aimed at a variety of audiences-adults more often than children. Approximately 70 percent of wartime plays were aimed at an adult or mixed-age audience.
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The Japanese government began using kamishibai in its propaganda efforts from as early as 1932. 12 But it was not until the late 1930s that government and quasi-governmental groups began specifically commissioning and sponsoring plays on particular themes.
From 1939 on, all new kamishibai plays produced were created by governmental or quasi-governmental organs, and adhered to strict censorship codes. Propaganda plays were performed in a range of venues: schools, factories, mines, military bases, and at the meetings of tonarigumi (neighborhood associations), agricultural unions, production unions, and parents' groups, as well as on the streets of Japan's colonial possessions.
Although most wartime kamishibai performances were required viewing and contained explicitly sanctioned messages from the government (i.e., pro-war propaganda), they were billed as entertainment. Kamishibai's status as "entertainment" and its resolutely populist appeal made it particularly useful for communicating messages to disempowered, lower-class, or less-educated people-including children, women, farmers, the urban poor, and the inhabitants of Japan's colonies-who might be suspicious of more explicitly educational or "elitist" media.
The propaganda plays produced during the war are quite varied in theme, technique, and visual style. 13 The great majority of them, however, share one characteristic: they incorporate a narrative-from very simple ones to complex multi-year sagas-which includes interesting and sympathetic characters. Given the relative brevity of a propaganda kamishibai play-usually around twenty panels; that is, twenty brief scenes-it is remarkable how nuanced and moving many of them are.
Women and Propaganda Kamishibai
The necessity and consequences of the Fifteen Year War were framed differently for different demographic groups. 14 A significant proportion of the most emotionally powerful of the wartime propaganda plays were scripted by female playwrights, whose skills were recruited precisely to appeal to Japanese women on the home front. 15 These female playwrights were tasked with framing the war in such a way that women would understand clearly which material practices and what kinds of feminine embodiments were sanctioned as proper and necessary for the war effort. One of the most prolific and popular of the wartime female playwrights was Suzuki Noriko.
There is very little biographical information available about Suzuki. Originally a film scriptwriter for Nikkatsu and, later, Tōei Studios, she also wrote scripts for radio dramas, as well as essays and fiction for children's magazines such as Shōjo kurabu (Girls' club). 16 Her scripts for both Nikkatsu and Tōei were notable for their domestic, feminine-oriented contents, as their titles suggest: Ren'ai to kekkon no sho (The book of love and marriage), Yome-iri mae no musume-tachi (Young women before marriage),
and Hana tsumi nikki (Flower-picking diary), among others. Later, as the war in China expanded, she produced film scripts with explicitly war-related themes: the enormously popular Chokoreeto to heitai (Soldiers and chocolate) 17 and Gin'yoku no otome (Girls of the silver wings/Girl pilots), among others.
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In 1941 Suzuki was recruited to write propaganda kamishibai scripts, no doubt because of her proven skill at engaging a feminine audience, both adults and children.
What is interesting in considering the way Suzuki's wartime oeuvre framed the war is the strong divergence in the degree of nationalism and pro-war sentiment seen in her various wartime scripts. Here I examine three of the most popular and widely circulated-Kyūri Marie spent eight hours a day at her schoolwork, two to three hours on housework, and in the evening, after doing the household accounts, she would study late into the night for the exam for middle-school science teachers. Pierre would sit across from her, doing his work, and every once in a while they would raise their eyes and smile warmly at each other. Often they worked like this until dawn.
In their second year of marriage, Marie became a mother, and the illustration for scene # 24 shows her awkwardly holding a blond baby. The script reads: "She changed little
Irène's diapers and bathed her, but as soon as the nanny took the baby out for a walk,
Marie rushed off again to the lab."
As the subsequent scenes tell us, soon the couple had jointly discovered the new elements radium and polonium, and become very famous. When she could take a short break, she returned to the laboratory on Pierre Curie Street. It was silent, because all of her assistants had gone to war. She thought of those who had died splendid deaths in battle. She had given her Nobel Prize medals to the war effort and bought war bonds. There was still so much work to be done. She smiled.
The final illustration, for scene # 35, is a portrait-type picture of Marie Curie, based on a famous photograph of her as an older woman. The script reads: "She died 17 years later, on July 4, 1934, bringing her extraordinary life to a close. She had lived the way she wanted to, having used her body and mind to the fullest."
It is obvious from these brief excerpts that the contents of this play were somewhat resonant with Japanese nationalist goals at the time-encouraging hard work, selfsacrifice, and donating money and time toward the war effort. But the great majority of the play has no wartime or nationalist content and is markedly feminist, exploring the special challenges faced by an ambitious and brilliant woman. At the same time, there are many elements of the play that are hard to classify as either nationalist/pro-war or simply feminist. We are explicitly told that Marie Curie successfully bears a child, thus fulfilling the natalist role common in many propaganda forms aimed at Japanese women during the Fifteen Year War, yet she is depicted as awkward with her infant daughter, and leaves her as soon as possible to return to her research. Similarly, when her husband dies, she steps successfully into his eminent position at the Sorbonne, and designs and drives an ambulance in World War I.
In other words, the female body in this play is uneasy in its "natural" function of motherhood but moves readily into male spaces and is successful at mastering masculine tasks. The celebration of these decidedly "unfeminine" choices in a propaganda play may reflect the state's recognition of the need for the expansion of Japanese women's roles in the demanding circumstances of war, but in fact such choices are reflected in virtually no other propaganda products for women. 19 Moreover, in 1941, when this play was written and distributed, the situation in Japan was not yet so dire as to require women to take over tasks traditionally regarded as masculine.
Another of Suzuki's wartime plays-The Urashima Tarō In the story, good wife Busetsu is married to fisherman Chōsei. One day Chōsei comes home in a bad mood, saying that he has been forcibly conscripted to fight in a distant war, and must leave tomorrow. Busetsu promises to wait for him; after he leaves, she is distraught. A few months later she gives birth to his son, and thereafter struggles to support the two of them by herself. In the evenings she comforts herself and her child by pretending that Daddy is coming home, and then standing up with the boy in her arms, making a large shadow on the wall, and saying, "Look, there's Daddy," whereupon the little boy greets the silent shadow Daddy with delight.
After five long years at war, Chōsei finally returns. When he is introduced to his son, the boy cries and says that Chōsei is not his real Daddy: his real Daddy comes silently into the hut late at night and never says anything. Chōsei is furious at what he takes to be Busetsu's adultery; she flees in tears. Not long after this, the son sees a shadow on the wall and identifies that as his real Daddy. Chōsei realizes his mistake and is shaken with remorse, but he cannot find Busetsu anywhere. Later, a friend gives him a live green turtle to cook, because Chōsei looks thin and wasted. But green had been Busetsu's favorite color, so he takes the turtle to the beach and releases it.
Six years later, war comes directly to Annam, and the villagers try to escape the battle by getting into their boats. But the sea is rough and about half the boats sink, Chōsei's among them. Just before he drowns, he is rescued by the turtle he had released, who takes him down to the Dragon King's Palace at the bottom of the sea. There, among the beautiful maidens, he sees Busetsu, looking sad. He apologizes to her, and she forgives him, but sends him back home to care for their son. The play ends as Chōsei, back on land, builds a shrine to his wife, and sings laments to her memory every night.
This play is interesting less for what it does say than for what it does not. If we
suppose that its intent is to encourage wives to be faithful when their husbands are off at war, the unhappy ending is oddly discordant: the wife is trapped at the bottom of the sea, forever separated from her beloved son and repentant husband. She reaps no reward for her faithfulness (except having a shrine built to her memory).
If we suppose instead that the play is meant to discourage soldier husbands from being worried about their wives' faithfulness, the plot is somewhat more comprehensible.
Chōsei's fate is no happier than his wife's, but we see that his jealousy is precisely what brings about that unhappiness. If he had been more patient and had had faith in her honesty, their fate might have been a less tragic one. It is possible that this play was intended to be a cautionary tale performed primarily for soldiers, but there is no evidence to suggest that this was the case.
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The overall message seems, rather, to be that war is ugly, and causes irreparable and unforeseeable rifts in otherwise happy families. War here is not presented as important or sacred; there is no suggestion that Chōsei goes off to fight for some worthwhile cause, which might mitigate the unfortunate consequences of his absence. War in this play is presented simply as an unpleasant, inescapable reality that comes from elsewhere and sweeps up everything in its path, harming essentially good-hearted people such as Busetsu,
Chōsei, and their son.
This is a remarkable sentiment for a play published and performed in May 1942.
By this time, propagandistic kamishibai had been produced and disseminated actively for at least three years, 21 and the tone of such plays-along with all other kinds of narrative propaganda-had already been well established. Suzuki's most famous play, The Mother of a War God, was released on June 10, 1942, less than a month later, and it epitomizes the proper image of the family that the government wished to disseminate.
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The Mother of a War God (with pictures by Nonoguchi Shigeru) was the most widely distributed and popular kamishibai play of wartime. Remarkably, 25,000 copies of this play were produced for distribution and sale, whereas typical print runs for all the wartime kamishibai producers ranged between a few hundred and 2,000, with only a handful at 5,000 or more. 23 The Mother of a War God was produced with the intention that it be performed in the kokumin gakkō (citizens' schools) on the first anniversary of the Pearl Harbor attack, and it may be that so many copies were made in order to maximize distribution to the schools. Notably, it was also a favorite among soldiers. 24 Because this play appears so prominently in diaries and other records of the time, it is worth examining in detail.
The play was based on the true story of Kamita Sadamu, one of the ten young men who participated in the Pearl Harbor surprise attack not in airplanes, but in tiny two-man submarines. 25 The nine young men who managed to successfully die in that attack were named the Shōwa kyūgunshin (Nine War Gods of Shōwa). Kamita became one of the most famous of all of these widely celebrated young men, thanks in part to the extreme popularity of the kamishibai play that Suzuki penned.
The cover picture, apparently printed from a delicate watercolor in warm tones, shows a thatched-roof house in the countryside. A note in the text for this page explains that this is an accurate rendering of the real house of Kamita Sadamu, giving its exact address and even its altitude above sea level. Despite the aesthetic beauty of the painted illustration, therefore, the play is framed within a "documentary" aura of truthful biography.
When the play proper opens, Kamita Sadamu is a young talented student in a rural area, the eldest son of a family who had once owned a store and done trade, but who, owing to the father's illiteracy, had lost the family business and now are tenant farmers.
Sadamu, still in elementary school, has four younger sisters and a younger brother. His father, Ichiemon, is anxiously awaiting the day Sadamu will finish his compulsory education (through the end of elementary school) and start helping out on the farm.
His mother, Saku, however, supports her son's ambition to go on to middle school (equivalent to today's high school). She talks Ichiemon into allowing this, promising that she will work extra jobs to raise the necessary funds for books and uniforms, and to make up for the farm labor Sadamu could have performed. Ichiemon agrees, and thereafter Sadamu sees his mother stripping bark from mulberry branches to sell to paper-makers, or carrying wood for the nearby lumber mill. The narrator informs us that Sadamu's heart aches when he thinks that her back-breaking extra work is all for his sake.
Sadamu eventually graduates with distinction from middle school, and his father again anxiously awaits his return to the farm. But Ichiemon and Saku receive a letter from him, asking that he be allowed to join the Navy and serve his country. Ichiemon is again reluctant, but Saku again talks him into letting Sadamu follow his dreams.
The next thing we see is a grown-up Sadamu several years later, on a visit home, after doing well in the Navy and receiving specialist training in both submarines and torpedoes. After helping his father repair a bridge, Sadamu comes down with a bad cold and spends his entire visit home in bed.
Before he has recovered, the time to return to his unit arrives, and he insists on leaving, over his parents' protests. His sisters and mother see him off at the bus stop. He clearly knows he is not going to return, but he does not reveal this to his family. Sadamu and his mother share some words of affection and gratitude. He thanks her for all her sacrifices on his behalf and tells her to live a long and happy life. The scene ends with the ominous information that those were the last words Sadamu ever spoke to his mother.
The next panel's illustration shows the attack on Pearl Harbor. The tone of the script changes, becoming heavily rhetorical and portentous:
The 8 th of December, 1941. Chief Petty Officer Kamita Sadamu added his shining name to the list of the kamikaze Nine War Gods, who blossomed as flowers of our nation [i.e., died] in the attack on the main force of the U.S. enemy's Pacific fleet at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, an attack that produced such illustrious military results. At the moment when those nine brave heroes entrusted themselves to their precious submarines and charged off to Pearl Harbor, they truly were godlike, noble, and sublime. As soon as word of their valiant and selfless deed was heard, every person in Japan was choked with tears of gratitude.
At this point the performer is instructed to begin quietly singing "Umi yukaba" (If we go to sea), an extremely well-known wartime song. In response to Mother's great love, the child's gratitude is also great. Mother Saku who without looking back went on working for the sake of her beloved child-the pains of her efforts have attained vigorous full growth in the dead body of Chief Petty Officer Sadamu, and now radiate scent in full glorious bloom. That great mother raised a War God, just as did the mothers of Shō Nankō [Kusunoki Masatsura], Yoshida Shōin, and General Nogi.
Heedless of the voices of gratitude and praise rising from the nation, . . .
(Here the performer is instructed to reveal the final panel, Picture 20, as the narration continues:)
Saku, the mother of a war god, carries in her heart the memory of a Chief Petty Officer from bygone days, as she continues, just as she did in the past, to carry heavy lumber on her back as she treads the morning dew of the high plateau. The image of this mother-she who has borne one of the Nine War Gods of Shōwa-is indeed the image of the Mother of Japan.
The play thus begins with a calm documentary frame, and ends with a crescendo of high-toned oratory, brilliantly linking normal (farming family) reality with the glories of successful imperial patriotism. One factor mitigating the exalted tone is the illustration that accompanies the final panel: we see Kamita Saku with a large load of lumber on her back, walking with her two daughters. All three look down, and downcast.
Unlike The Urashima Tarō of Vietnam, there is nothing perplexing about the ideological message of this play. We are presented with the pairing of an ideal son and ideal mother, and the deep love and connection between them gives the play its extraordinary emotive force. Because the son wishes in the most high-minded way to better himself in order to serve his country, his ideal(ized) mother must sacrifice to make that possible, and she does so gladly. Even when the outcome is the loss of the beloved son, she does not regret her sacrifice, but goes on working hard for her family and the nation. The mother is not, of course, happy about her son's death, even in such a good cause, but viewers may have assumed that she at least felt personal satisfaction because she has been assured of her son's worshipful gratitude toward her throughout his life.
It is also significant that the father plays little role in the narrative. The mother must help the traditionally minded father to see that the son's ambitions are more important than the smooth running of their farm: the mother must talk the father into enduring moderate sacrifice, and must then sacrifice herself twice as much to make up for the father's disappointment. This was no doubt considered a useful and necessary message by the government. During the war it was all too easy for farmers to focus on their immediate material needs for more labor and more money. Losing years of a son's labor to allow him to go to school, coming up with the extra money for those school fees, and then risking the permanent loss of his assistance by allowing him to join the military-these were considerable sacrifices for a farming family, but exactly what the government needed from such families. As we see in The Mother of a War God, as in many kamishibai plays of the time, it is most often mothers (and sometimes sisters) who are being appealed to, to somehow make this a reality.
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Much of the emotional tenor of the play is over the top, capped by the sudden introduction of the song "Umi yukaba," which was ubiquitous during the Fifteen Year War and functioned almost as a de facto national anthem. The song was the inspiration for at least two wartime propaganda films, and lines from it were inserted into numerous stories, speeches, and plays. It was broadcast over the radio on the occasion of the imperial declaration of war in 1941, and was played again in March 1942, in a radio show about the Nine War Gods of Shōwa heroes (including Kamita Sadamu) that announced their designation as gunshin (war gods).
The words of the song are taken directly from a poem in the eighth-century poetry collection, the Man'yōshū:
If we go to sea, corpses in a watery grave, If we go to the mountains, grass-twined corpses, We will die near our Great Lord, We will not look back.
The theme of the soldier's inevitable death that we find in this song was repeated endlessly in the popular culture of the period.
27 Indeed, by mid-1942 anyone viewing a kamishibai play that featured a young man and his mother would guess from the first panel that the young man would be honorably dead in battle by the end, even without as revealing a title as The Mother of a War God. The key to making such a play effective, therefore, was not in any surprise elements of plot, but simply in the organization of the affective elements of the play to give the audience a strong emotional experience. The use of music is, of course, one of the most effective emotional tools in any narrative medium. The use of music and the choice of song intensify the already excessive melodrama of this play.
The main message that this play delivers to adult women is: the creation of extraordinary, patriotic sons is the direct responsibility of mothers, and this responsibility is to be fulfilled through correct attitude (recognizing that the son's duty to the nation comes before the needs of the family), through correct emotion (unconditional love and confidence), and through the correct body behaviors-the play is striking for its visual depictions of the harsh physical labor required of Saku. At one point her fingers are bleeding from stripping bark, and in three panels she is shown carrying massive loads of lumber on her back.
The Mother of a War God, then, is an example of a highly patriotic and nationalistic play whose "framing" of women's roles in the light of the wartime government's needs is easy to understand-in contrast to Madame Curie, and even more starkly in contrast to
The Urashima Tarō of Vietnam. Despite their differences, though, these plays also share a number of thematic characteristics.
What they have in common most significantly is a depiction of the female body, mind, and character as remarkably strong. The protagonist of each of these plays is stronger than any of the people around her, including her husband. These women are all valiant and able to endure incredible hardship in order to achieve their goals. Marie
Curie is depicted as a feminist icon in every sense, and it is notable that in Mother of a War God even the humble farm wife Kamita Saku explicitly expresses her desire that her daughters, too, and not just her son, will go on to higher education. In scene # 2 she tells Ichiemon, "It isn't just Sadamu; whatever it takes, I want all our children to get as much education as possible."
In these scripts Suzuki Noriko was offering women a vision of themselves as fulfilling extremely important roles in contexts that went beyond the home. This is an elevating, exhilarating message, and one that no doubt made it very tempting for many women to accede to the roles and forms of embodiment sanctioned by the militarist government.
Considering that the wartime roles allotted to women were mostly concerned with nurturing and supporting the family, we might wonder if they were actually problematic.
If the "frame" in this case is so seemingly innocuous, how could it configure the materiality of a bitter and unjust war?
Recent historians have noted that many ordinary women remember the Fifteen Year War as the most productive and satisfying period of their lives. Just as some feminist leaders hoped, the government's efforts to mobilize females actually resulted in women becoming "liberated" in ways they could not have dreamed of earlier. For the first time,
women from small towns and rural areas were encouraged to put aside their full-time labors for the family and attend political meetings and learn about national issues and policies-so it is no surprise that they found this exciting and liberating. 28 Of course, that position of responsibility was primarily predicated on a woman's role as mother-for the production of more soldiers and armaments factory workers-or other "motherly" nurturing activities that supported the war effort, such as making imonbukuro (comfort bags) full of warm socks and homey comforts to be sent to soldiers.
Historian Kanō Mikiyo recounts the experiences of an Osaka woman, Yamashita
Mine, who perfectly enacted the role that women were expected to play in wartime.
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She worked hard every day to provide tea and snacks to soldiers departing to the front from Osaka port, treating them with kindness, giving encouragement, and performing small favors such as sending money home to their families (no longer needed since they were headed for the battlefield). During her "free time" she made imonbukuro to send to soldiers already overseas. She sent her two sons off to war, giving the older one a "kick in the pants" to speed him out the door when he expressed reluctance.
Mine-san was proud of these activities, proud to be able to be of service to her nation. And after the war it may have been hard for Mine-san and millions of other women like her to look back on their efforts as having been mistaken. But Kanō points out that:
If it had not been for this labor on the part of women the contradictions of the wartime system would have erupted much sooner. It is no exaggeration to say that the war, which began with the "Manchurian Incident," could not have gone on so long, and could not have been fought so fiercely without the supporting activities of people like Mine-san. And, in that case, it is also true that Mine-san is implicated in the deaths of more than three million Japanese and the deaths of more than twenty million people in China and other parts of Asia in a war that was clearly one of aggression, an unjust war.
No doubt Mine-san's deeds were a manifestation of feminine kindness and motherly love. But this was solely for the purpose of lubricating the machinery of war. The victims that arose from this short-sighted love and kindness need to be acknowledged. . . .
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Conclusion
In sum, the image of the "properly feminine nationalist body" in the propaganda kamishibai of Suzuki Noriko is complicated. It incorporates: 1) elements traditionally associated with feminism, such as strength of mind, will, and body, a commitment to both work and family, and the promotion of education for girls; 2) elements associated with wartime rhetoric about proper femininity, such as unrelenting self-sacrificing and dedication to the war effort; and 3) elements that at first glance seem very much out of place in a wartime propaganda context, such as Busetsu's sad fate in The Urashima Tarō of Vietnam, or Saku's downcast appearance in the very sad last panel of The Mother of a War God.
We often think of propaganda as conveying a straightforward, instrumental message to a specific viewer or set of possible viewers. In the case of the well-known World War I recruitment poster used in the United States, featuring a picture of Uncle Sam pointing at the viewer together with the words "I Want You" (James Flagg, 1917 ), text and picture work together to deliver a straightforward message linking the interests of the nation with the duty of the individual viewer. The straightforward intentionality of a propaganda text also seems to interpellate a stable and easily identified (if idealized) "subject," in this case, the able-bodied, not-yet-enlisted man.
In the case of many kamishibai plays, however, both the interpellated subjects (the target audience) and the propagandistic intentions prove surprisingly multiple and contradictory. As we saw in the example of The Urashima Tarō of Vietnam, it is unclear whether the play is aimed at a male (soldier) or female (soldier's wife), or possibly at a more general audience, and its message seems to have little to do with activities or attitudes that will support the war effort. In the case of The Mother of a War God, it is possible to imagine audiences of young men learning important instrumental lessons: work as hard as you can at your education in order to become maximally useful to your country, be grateful to your parents for making your sacrifice possible, and eventually you may be celebrated as a War God. Fathers of farming families may have absorbed the useful idea that sacrificing their sons' labor for the sake of the war effort is worth it (in the sense that one's son might achieve great deeds and become famous). And it is obvious that one of the most important audiences for this play was mothers (and young women who would later become mothers), who were encouraged by its message to sacrifice themselves unstintingly, and to endure the loss of their beloved sons, for the sake of the nation. At the same time, all three target audiences-particularly mothers-may have found the final scene with its mournful illustration to be less than inspiring, making the message less straightforward than might seem appropriate for propaganda.
But I would argue that it is conceivable that these plays were effective at selling the war to women (and others) precisely because they did not skirt the emotional consequences of war, instead providing a space for grief and catharsis. In addition, these plays provided women with narrative patterns with which to reframe their own struggles in grander, more noble, even exalted terms. Under circumstances of war, with near-daily deprivation, fear, and physical discomfort, seeing one's situation reflected in a fictional play in which that situation is shown to be dramatic, exciting, and heroic makes it possible to imagine oneself and one's suffering as dramatic and heroic, as part of a larger, noble purpose. A play such as The Mother of a War God could provide catharsis, through its intense emotionality, and offer comfort and strength through fiction's (combined here with visual art's) power to elevate and universalize emotional situations while simultaneously condensing them down to their most basic elements. Viewing this kind of play, any mother who had lost a son could find the (fictional) heroic archetype with which she could then structure her own narrative about herself: she could view herself as the sacred ideal of the self-sacrificing mother. By imagining herself as identical with the archetype of the perfect wartime mother, such pronounced "Ueda," but the kamishibai script has the surname glossed as "Kamita." There is evidently some question about which is the pronunciation actually used by this family, but here I follow the script's use of Kamita. Kanō, Onnatachi no "jūgo, . Ibid. Kanō goes on to tell us that both of Mine-san's sons died overseas. The remains of her beloved second son were not returned to her until 1946, at which time she witnessed the Japanese officials treating the "bone boxes" very disrespectfully when they thought they were out of sight of the families who had come to collect them. All she found in her son's "bone box" was a handful of sand, wrapped in what looked like a discarded medicine wrapper (ibid., 310).
